
From: Anne McIntyre
To: Garfinkle, Allen@BOPC; Pugh, Brenda@BOPC; Wong, Alethea@BOPC
Cc: John Carlier; Outreach; Robert Carr; Einar Nyborg
Subject: RE: 50 Ton Tug language
Date: Monday, August 9, 2021 4:09:34 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL. Links/attachments may not be safe.
Hi Allen,
I met with our outreach committee and the consensus on our end is as follows:
 

1. Mate performing Capt’s duties on tugs:  We view this as an employee/employer issue and not
a problem for BOPC/SFBP to solve.  Thoughts are that a motivated candidate could seek
employment elsewhere to get the command time.  Also, when drawing from a national pool,
it may be difficult to ascertain whether the mate’s duties were comparable. 

2. Staff Capt as Pilot:  Thoughts are that Capt Corbett was an anomaly and there wouldn’t be a
lot of value in writing a “Staff Captain serving as Pilot” criteria.  There is only 1 US flag cruise
ship – and introducing Staff Captain into a category may result in increased unqualified
applicants.

3. Tug and Tow Combined Tonnage over 1600 GRT: We don’t see a way around this as there has
to be a way to validate they are handling appropriately sized barges.  We did have some
discussion about how a candidate documents this to you and realize that evaluating this can
be cumbersome.  Are there any ways the application requirements can be changed that
reduces your work load on this?

4. GRT vs GT ITC:  I found a policy document from the USCG that offers some equivalency
between the two  https://www.dco.uscg.mil/Portals/9/DCO%20Documents/5p/CG-5PC/CG-
CVC/Policy%20Letters/2011/CG-543_pol11-12.pdf

2000GRT=4000GT ITC, 1600 GRT=3000 GT ITC, 200 GRT=500 GT ITC.    One option might be
to adopt everything in GRT and then adopt a conversion factor based on the USCG (GT ITC/2
=GRT?) – we should review this against some of the past GT ITC applications.  Require the
candidate to make the conversions on their applications?

5. Thoughts are that there will always have to be some kind of appeal process and agree the less
ambiguity the fewer appeals.

 
The committee wanted to make sure that you know that SFBP is very supportive of figuring out how
to make the application evaluation easier on BOPC staff.  Would you like to set up a call sometime
this week to review this further with them?
 
Thanks!
Anne

 
 
 
 

 

From: Garfinkle, Allen@BOPC <Allen.Garfinkle@bopc.ca.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, August 5, 2021 12:19 PM
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To: Anne McIntyre <a.mcintyre@sfbarpilots.com>; Pugh, Brenda@BOPC
<Brenda.Pugh@bopc.ca.gov>; Wong, Alethea@BOPC <Alethea.Wong@bopc.ca.gov>
Cc: Zack Kellerman <z.kellerman@sfbarpilots.com>; John Carlier <portagent@sfbarpilots.com>;
Robert Carr <r.carr@sfbarpilots.com>; Einar Nyborg <e.nyborg@sfbarpilots.com>
Subject: RE: 50 Ton Tug language
 
Good morning Anne,
 
Thanks for this.  This eliminates the ambiguity between inland and offshore towing.  It does leave in
place the requirement that when engaged in towing (rather than ship assist), the combine tonnage
has to be greater than 1600.
 
Alas, this has created problems in evaluating applications where someone claims towing experience
without complete information, and we have to revert and request logs and certificates for each tug
and each barge for nearly every single move (a nightmare of paperwork). 
 
The tonnage question is usually presented when a candidate has worked in the gulf oil fields, as
most of the OSV’s are measured in GT ITC, but did present itself in the Bunch case as well.
 
Your suggestion that going with just gross tons will leave flexibility is interesting, but really the last
thing I want when evaluating applications is flexibility (if I felt I had flexibility, there never would have
been a Corbett or Bunch appeal).  What I really need from the regulations are hard stops without
discretion on the part of Board staff.  For that reason, I will propose language to eliminate ambiguity
(and hopefully applications that are ineligible for the exam).  Evaluating applications is hard enough
without adding
 
In that regard (while we are in the regulation writing business) we should address the situation
where, for economic reasons, there are a captain and a mate on tugs, both with the same duties, but
different titles, and the staff captain situation as well.  Would your Committee be willing to tackle
those issues, as people with direct experience on tugs may be in the best position to craft language
that takes (at least the Captain/Mate) situation into account.
 
Thanks  again!
 
Respectfully,
 
Allen G.
 
Allen Garfinkle
Executive Director
Board of Pilot Commissioners for the Bays of San Francisco, San Pablo, and Suisun
660 Davis Street, San Francisco, California  94111
allen.garfinkle@bopc.ca.gov
Phone: 415-397-2253
Fax: 415-397-9463

 

mailto:allen.garfinkle@bopc.ca.gov


From: Anne McIntyre <a.mcintyre@sfbarpilots.com> 
Sent: Thursday, August 5, 2021 11:17 AM
To: Garfinkle, Allen@BOPC <Allen.Garfinkle@bopc.ca.gov>; Pugh, Brenda@BOPC
<Brenda.Pugh@bopc.ca.gov>; Wong, Alethea@BOPC <Alethea.Wong@bopc.ca.gov>
Cc: Zack Kellerman <z.kellerman@sfbarpilots.com>; John Carlier <portagent@sfbarpilots.com>;
Robert Carr <r.carr@sfbarpilots.com>; Einar Nyborg <e.nyborg@sfbarpilots.com>
Subject: 50 Ton Tug language
 

EXTERNAL EMAIL. Links/attachments may not be safe.

Hi Allen,
 
I’ve conferred with our Outreach Committee and below is the revised language for Item 3 in the

June 17th letter.  I think it is addresses the ambiguity in the original submission.
 
 
In command of a towing vessel greater than 50 gross (registered?) tons engaged in ship assist or
in command of a towing vessel greater than 50 gross tons engaged in towing where the tug and
tow are combined to be greater than 1600 gross (registered?) tons.
 
 
Regarding clarification of “gross tonnage”  - as you are well aware, it is a confounding subject and
you definitely have more familiarity with the various problems associated evaluating the license and
service requirements. As far as tonnage for service requirements, I’m not really clear if there is cut
and dry way to go about it and maybe its best just to leave “gross tons” so that you have the
flexibility to evaluate.  I’m assuming most sea service is on vessels with GRT measurement but
occasionally you may get a GT ITC with service on unlimited licenses?  If we went with GRT on
everything, would you have a lot of appeals to consider GRT ITC?
 
Gross register tonnage (GRT) means the gross tonnage measurement of the vessel under the
Regulatory Measurement System. Refer to §69.20 for information on applying tonnage thresholds
expressed in terms of gross register tons (also referred to as GRT).
 
Gross tonnage ITC (GT ITC) means the gross tonnage measurement of the vessel under the
Convention Measurement System. In international conventions, this parameter may be referred to
as “gross tonnage (GT).” Refer to §69.20 for information on applying tonnage thresholds expressed
in terms of gross tonnage ITC.
 
https://www.dco.uscg.mil/Portals/9/DCO%20Documents/Marine%20Safety%20Center/Tonnage/201
6%20Current%20Tonnage%20Regulations.pdf?ver=2017-06-09-123755-
290#:~:text=Gross%20register%20tonnage%20(GRT)%20means,also%20referred%20to%20as%20GR
T
 
 
 
On the license side of it, my thought is that the regulatory language should reflect what is in the CFR 
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https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/46/part-11/subpart-D
 
License must be issued by the USCG
1600 GRT
Chief Mate of Ocean Self-Propelled Vessel of Unlimited Tonnage
Master of Ocean Self-Propelled Vessel of Unlimited Tonnage
 
 
Let me know if you would like to chat further.
Anne
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